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Our mission is to provide a new media platform for

galleries, institutions and art fairs to reach a global

audience with a truly immersive online experience.

Hybrid Gallery Experience
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With your advanced three dimensional gallery, you

can make the online experience as close as it can be

to walking around your real gallery including the

personal touch of rich storytelling via our audio tour

option.  



Meet New Collectors
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Create  new  exhibitions

easily  in  your  gallery.

 

Share  it  with  a  global

audience.

 

Get  qualified  leads  of

collectors.

Generate instant sales with a

"Buy now" button. 



Access and Navigation 
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Visitors can enter the gallery from any

device: mobile, tablet or desktop.

The blue circle enables a smooth

navigation through the space and takes

them wherever they want with one click.

Get close to each artwork

and explore it as a three

dimensional object. 

Learn more about it through

the pop-up info box.



We provide a link and ask some technical

questions about the exhibition and the

gallery. This includes artwork information,

pictures from the space and a floorplan.

Go close to each of the

artwork and explore it as a

three dimensional object.

You can learn more about

it through the pop-up info

box.

In 48 hours we will send a detailed quote

about digitizing the exhibition and the gallery

space.

Our photographer will digitize the space and

the exhibition. It takes 2-4 hours depending

on the size of the gallery.

We deliver the digitized space or exhibition 

 within 2 weeks depending on the complexity

of the work.  

Order and Delivery Process
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Embed into any Website

Send the Booth in a Newsletter

Share it on Social Media

Visitors don't have to leave your webpage when

they are visiting your gallery. We provide the

HTML for your Online Exhibition so you can easily

embed it into your website.

We provide a deep link with the "Visit" button. You

can easily send this link in a newsletter. When

subscribers click on the link, they directly enter the

exhibition.

The online exhibition can be shared on every

social media channel such as Instagram, Facebook

and Twitter. 

Integration and Sharing



ARE YOU READY TO START YOUR FIRST ONLINE EXHIBITION?

Online Viewing Room

354 Bowery 10003 NY

New York, USA

 

hello@onlineviewingroom.com

 

www.onlineviewingroom.com

 

You are in good company!

Contact Us
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We have German and European languages speaking consultants to help

you in European timeframe and familiar with art funds.


